Chaplin Flame Anew; '39 Shags -- Woo, Woo!

KIDCHAPLIN FLAME ANEW

An anticipatory glimpse into the life of the City College Yearbook, The City College yearbook was awarded the highest rating by the New York City Press Club. The yearbook, "Kid Charlin Fire," was written by Charlie Chaplin, a Derby, and featured an essay by Wallace Barry in an essay on the "old Bowery night" story. The yearbook was published at New York Times Square, and tickets are on sale at $1.25 per person.

"It's time to take a look at the Undergraduate, where a new chapter in the life of the City College yearbook was awarded the highest rating by the New York City Press Club." - Frederick B. Robinson

Warner Speech Approves Impetus to Campaign For New Sex Course

HEALTH TESTS APPROVED

In an effort to ascertain the feasibility of permitting students to take voluntary Wasserman tests, the Board of Higher Education last week appointed Car- mier J. Lombardo to investigate the methods of testing for college students. A bulletin was prepared for distributing to the students in the City Colleges.

Dr. Lombardo, recent appointee to the Board, has been instructed to contact Dr. Rosen- berger, medical officer of the city colleges and the college presidents, in order to obtain the necessary information on the possibility of having the testing service available to the students.

DIX TO SPEAK ON NEW ED METHODS

Hat Wirtztenberg

The Lincoln School at Teachers College, Irving B. Hensley, will discuss the problems of education at the Teachers Education Society meeting Thursday at 1 p.m. in room 131. The School of Education has been conducted under the guidance of Dr. Hensley, and has achieved great prominence as head of the Lin-coln School, an experimental high school employing progressive educational methods. The School will hold its semi-annual dinner on Friday, May 29, at 6:30 p.m., at the Hotel Wirtztenberg.

Hayes' Book Appears; Approved by Board

George M. Hayes, professor of Mathematics, has just completed a book on Plane Trigonometry in collaboration with Mr. Leven-berger. The book is "suitable for a two-semester course." -E. H. A. Clarke

The Board of Education has approved the book, and its adoption is expected in the near future.

Using his Herbartian approach, Professor Hayes introduces the student to the subject, giving a comprehensive discussion of the subject matter, including the necessary fundamental concepts. The book is "suitable for a two-semester course."

Stat. Soc. Hears Walker

The importance of the statistician's work in business and in social affairs was the theme of an informal talk by Professor Helen M. Walker of Teacher's College at the meeting of the Statistica Society last Thursday at 1 p.m. in room 151.

Professor Walker emphasized the statistician's responsibility for educating the lay public.
Results in Council
Peace Referendum


Start with the issue, the TICKER presents a broad and comprehensive view of news and events at NYU, giving students a glimpse into the diverse activities and perspectives on campus. The page opens with a headline that captures the essence of the moment, inviting readers to explore the content within.

Each section of the page is meticulously organized, with headlines and subheadlines guiding the reader through the various topics covered. The layout is clean and uncluttered, ensuring that each piece of information is easy to locate and digest.

The text is well-written, with articulate and engaging language that reflects the spirit of NYU's academic and extracurricular activity. The references to activities and events are specific and informative, providing a comprehensive view of life at NYU.

In conclusion, this page is a testament to the vibrant and dynamic community at NYU, showcasing the wide range of activities and perspectives that make up the NYU experience. It serves as a valuable resource for students, alumni, and anyone interested in learning more about NYU and its diverse community.
declared that it was a normal — desire in sex development and a form of self-inflation of the ego, and of no harm if not overtaken.

Student Gobs, Gobettes Garner Boat Ride Tix

Road to S. M. Mandel we leads to bear Mt.

ASU Organizes Special Courses

In furtherance of its policy of stimulating interest in various aspects of modern world affairs, this week’s topic was “Imperialism in China.” This week’s topic was devoted to the “History and Influence of the Soviet Union.”

Rap Richardson

As “Anti-Semitic”

Charging Dr. W. Parks Richardson with “Anti-Semitism and incompetence in administration of the Medical Bureau,” Clifford T. McAvoy, president of the local chapter of the Teachers’ Union, announced last Friday that its Grievance Committee will present the case of Charles Mackow, of the Upton Medical Bureau, to the Board of Higher Education.

Despite the fact that Mackow received a leave to compete for a medical exam, Dr. Richardson did not recommend him for promotion from the third to fourth grade. According to Mr. McAvoy, the union has affidavits proving Dr. Richardson’s policy of anti-Semitism.

The local chapter is also considering the case of Dr. Samuels, who claims discrimination on the part of Dr. Edwards of the economics department, in lot promoting him to the rank of associate professor.
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“Millie Punched Lightly”

City slickers who know her say that MILLIE is the champion “order-taker” — and that when it comes to punching checks — “MILLIE PUNCHES LIGHTLY.”

Appearing between and after classes